CReSIS work cited in major climate study

A collection of breakthrough discoveries that provide new details on changes in the Earth’s climate from more than 100,000 years ago — made possible in part by a team of researchers from KU — is featured in the most recent issue of Nature, one of the world’s most prestigious scientific journals.

Full Story

TODAY’S HEADLINES

KGS issues Hodgeman County map

Limestone used for fence posts, sediment washed off the Rocky Mountains millions of year ago and hundreds of natural, intermittent playa lakes of uncertain origin are among the geologic attributes featured on a new map of Hodgeman County.

Full Story

'Carnegie' 

On March 26, the KU Wind Ensemble will premiere a new symphony in New York’s Carnegie Hall. Watch the first of two videos about the background of the 9/11-themed project and student and faculty preparation for the performance.

Video

KUDOS

Students named University Scholars

Twenty KU sophomores have been named to the 32nd class of the University Scholars Program. They have been paired with faculty mentors from a wide range of disciplines.

Full Story

TODAY’S EVENTS

SOCIAL EVENT

Tea at Three
Thursday, Jan. 24, 2013
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Kansas Union
Level 4 Lobby
View all events

TWEET

@kunhm Check out the Panorama as photo’d by Kansas Alumni magazine. http://bit.ly/SHdP4S #kualumn

VIEW all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KANSAS PUBLIC RADIO

Performance studio: KU Opera’s ‘Tartuffe’
More: photos | videos

KU IN THE NEWS

The Millions (Jan. 24, 2013)
Topographies of Desire: Megan Kaminski
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